Project Manager Detector Development (f/m/d)

Eager to join a successful and growing company that develops and manufactures high-tech instrumentation to advance scientific research?

The position
Joining our team as a Project Manager, you will:
- Coordinate new custom detector development projects from planning stage to on-time final delivery to customers
- Manage resources and implement required tools
- Work hand in hand with the engineering team for custom mechanics, software and electronics developments
- Manage the relationship with customers during the development process
- Establish and continually improve project development processes and procedures
- Implement and maintain comprehensive project documentation

The company
X-Spectrum GmbH is a spin-off company of the German research institute DESY. We provide cutting-edge detectors for X-ray and electron microscopy experiments which are used at large-scale research facilities and laboratories worldwide. Our next generation cameras make a difference by enabling fast, noise-free imaging, crucial for many scientific and industrial applications.

We are a truly international team embedded in one of the world’s leading research centers and work with industrial partners and scientists from many major research centers around the world.

Your profile
- Technical background (engineering, science or similar)
- Proven experience in project management and project management tools. PM certification is an advantage
- Experience working in a technical team
- Strong communication skills with people from varied backgrounds (clients and internal)
- Solid organizational skills including attention to detail, multitasking and keeping tight schedules
- Sound knowledge of English both written and spoken

Why should you apply?
X-Spectrum is located on the campus of the DESY research center in the beautiful and dynamic city of Hamburg, Germany
- Join a growing company with a passionate team, a friendly culture, and excellent advancement opportunities
- Enter an exciting international research community
- Make a difference from day one

We are looking forward to receiving your application including an anticipated starting date and salary expectation at jobs@x-spectrum.de
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